Welcome to the JBI Collaboration (JBIC) Resource Portal

The JBI Collaboration (JBIC) Resource Portal provides JBIC Entities with current resources pertaining to their collaborative activities, including administrative information, forms and templates; policies and procedures; and tools and resources to assist in the conduct of core and elective activities within the JBIC Activity Matrix.

We encourage you to browse the Resource Portal and welcome your feedback and suggestions for additional content and resources. As our needs and practices change, so will the Resource Portal.

---

**ABOUT JBC**

Introduction and background on the worldwide JBI Collaboration

**KEY DATES & EVENTS**

Annual Event Calendar with JBIC Meetings, Colloquia, Symposia & JBI Short Courses

**NEW ENTITY ORIENTATION**

Guidelines, resources and links for prospective and recently established JBIC Entities

**JBC ACTIVITY MATRIX**

Overview of the JBIC Activity Matrix, guidelines and resources for the JBIC Annual Review

**JBI EBP DIRECTORY**

A Directory of all JBI EBP Tools and Resources available to JBIC Entities

**RESOURCES**

General JBI/JBC Resources including JBIC Handbook, Intro to JBIC Handbook & PPT